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Abstract

Although vital to life, mitochondria are also the major source of ROS production, which may have unwanted detrimental effects on DNA, RNA

and protein structures Therefore, mitochondria must exhibit well-developed mechanisms to regulate its ROS production. One such mechanism

might be mild uncoupling of the mitochondrial respiratory chain, thereby lowering the proton gradient across the inner mitochondrial membrane

and directly lowering ROS production. Mitochondrial uncoupling proteins have been shown to possess mild uncoupling activity and may

therefore be important regulator of mitochondrial ROS production. The skeletal muscle isoform of the uncoupling protein family, UCP3, seems to

be specifically active under conditions of high fatty acid availability. Although the exact function of UCP3 is not yet unravelled, UCP3 is activated

by lipid peroxides and suggested to export fatty acid anions and/or peroxides from the mitochondrial matrix, thereby specifically protecting fatty

acids from ROS-induced oxidative damage. Protein levels of UCP3 are reduced with aging and in the (pre)-diabetic state, both conditions

characterized by increased levels of oxidative damage to lipids and proteins and reduced mitochondrial function. Whether UCP3 is causally

related to mitochondrial dysfunction and is essential in the prevention and treatment of lipid-induced mitochondrial dysfunction requires further

study.

q 2006 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In addition to capturing energy in the form of adenosine

triphosphate (ATP), mitochondria are also a major source of

reactive oxygen species (ROS). Reactive oxygen species have

a very short half-life and can react rapidly with mitochondrial

DNA and proteins, inducing so-called oxidative damage

(Sastre et al., 2000). In particular, membrane lipids and fatty

acids are prone to oxidation by ROS, resulting in the formation

of cytotoxic and highly reactive lipid peroxides. In turn, these

lipid peroxides can also induce damage to the mitochondrial

machinery. Therefore, accumulation of fatty acids in the

vicinity of the mitochondrial matrix, where oxidative processes

take place, makes them prone to peroxidation, which

eventually may contribute to damage to mitochondrial proteins

with a reduced oxidative capacity as a consequence. Formation
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of ROS and peroxidation of lipids induced by ROS can occur

under multiple (patho)physiological conditions, including type

2 diabetes mellitus.

Type 2 diabetic patients are characterized by a reduced fat

oxidative capacity (Kelley and Simoneau, 1994) and increased

plasma free fatty acid levels (McGarry, 2002). In addition,

skeletal muscle of type 2 diabetic patients is characterized by

increased levels of intramyocellular fat (Perseghin et al., 1999)

and lipid peroxides (Russell et al., 2003). Very interestingly,

Kelley et al., (2002) reported that mitochondria of type 2

diabetic patients had reduced capacity of the electron transport

chain (as measured by NADH:O2 oxidoreductase activity) and

reduced citrate synthase activity. To investigate a potential

explanation for the diminished oxidative capacity, Kelley et al.,

(2002) also examined mitochondrial morphology and found

that mitochondria from type 2 diabetic patients were damaged,

smaller, and that mitochondrial size correlated positively with

insulin sensitivity. In addition, Petersen et al., (2004) showed

reduced mitochondrial function in skeletal muscle of insulin-

resistant offspring of type 2 diabetic patients in parallel with

elevated IMCL levels. Also in the elderly, it was shown that

muscular lipid accumulation is related to mitochondrial
Experimental Gerontology 41 (2006) 658–662
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dysfunction and insulin resistance (Petersen et al., 2003), and

aging is associated with accumulation of ROS-induced

mutations in control sites of mitochondrial DNA replication

(Michikawa et al., 1999). Together, these results suggest that

lipid accumulation in muscle cells, as observed in type 2

diabetes mellitus and with aging (Perseghin et al., 1999;

Petersen et al., 2003), could impair mitochondrial oxidative

capacity due to lipid peroxidation-induced damage to

mitochondria. In turn, the reduced mitochondrial oxidative

capacity would further exacerbate the storage of lipids inside

the muscle cell and reduce insulin sensitivity. If fatty acid

entrance into the mitochondrial inner membrane and/or matrix

is indeed harmful to mitochondria, the question is how

mitochondria are protected against ROS-related lipotoxicity.

2. Mild uncoupling hypothesis

When the mitochondrial membrane potential is high

because of increased export of protons from the mitochondrial

matrix across the inner mitochondrial membrane the pro-

duction of superoxide (the primary ROS produced) in the

mitochondrial electron-transport chain increases as a result of

increased non-specific single-electron reductions of molecular

oxygen at complexes I and III (Turrens, 1997). In isolated

mitochondria, the rate of ROS production is dependent on the

metabolic state: it decreases in the transition from state 4 to

state 3 and is inversely related to the coupling between

respiratory chain and ATP synthesis (Boveris et al., 1972). In

other words, superoxide production is dependent on the proton

gradient across the mitochondrial inner membrane. Important

work in this field has been performed by Skulachev (1996) who

showed that mild uncoupling may be effective in lowering

mitochondrial ROS production. Mild uncoupling implies a

limited increase in proton conductance of the inner mitochon-

drial membrane so that proton motive force is slightly lowered,

reducing the risk of ROS production and respiration rate is

slightly increased, but ATP can still be produced. Such mild

uncoupling would be a way to lower mitochondrial ROS

production and prevent lipid peroxidation and subsequent

mitochondrial damage in skeletal muscle. In 1997, the

relevance of controlled mild uncoupling was extended to

muscle physiology due to the discovery of a so-called

uncoupling protein (called UCP3) that is present in skeletal

muscle mitochondria. Shortly after its discovery it was

suggested that UCP3 might contribute to the reduction of

ROS by mediating mild uncoupling. The question arises if

UCP3-induced mild uncoupling is indeed present and, more

importantly, if and to what extent UCP3 mediated mild

uncoupling may contribute to modulation of ROS-induced

lipid peroxidation and mitochondrial damage.

3. UCP3 and ROS production

Brand and colleagues were the first to propose that UCP3

could be involved in lowering ROS production in skeletal

muscle mitochondria through mild uncoupling. More impor-

tantly they suggested that superoxide could function as an
activator of UCP3 (Echtay et al., 2002), thereby providing a

negative feedback loop between ROS production and UCP3

activation. To test this hypothesis in more detail, Echtay et al.,

(2002) incubated rat skeletal muscle mitochondria in a

superoxide- and hydrogen peroxide-generating model (by

adding xanthineCxanthine oxidase) and reported an increase

in proton conductance, an effect that could be prevented by the

addition of GDP (an established inhibitor of UCPs) or

superoxide dismutase. Addition of external hydrogen peroxide

did not affect GDP-sensitive uncoupling (Echtay et al., 2002).

Thus, it seemed that superoxide was responsible for the

observed increase in proton conductance, which was sensitive

to GDP, suggesting UCP3-mediated uncoupling. In line with

this, skeletal muscle mitochondria from UCP3K/K mice did

not show superoxide-induced uncoupling that could be

inhibited by GDP, in contrast to wild-type mice. Jointly,

these observations indicate that the uncoupling was indeed

mediated by UCP3 (Echtay et al., 2002).

In further support of the possible role for UCP3 in the

production of reactive oxygen species, it was shown that

aconitase activity (an enzyme in the citric acid cycle), which

inversely correlates with intracellular ROS production, was

significantly decreased in UCP3K/K mice, indicating an

increased ROS production in vivo in these mice (Vidal-Puig

et al., 2000).

In ongoing studies, Brand and colleagues established that

superoxide-induced activation of UCP3 is actually mediated

via lipid peroxide intermediates (Echtay et al., 2003). Thus,

reactive oxygen species interact with polyunsaturated fatty

acids, forming reactive aldehydes such as 4-hydroxy-2-nonenal

(4HNE). Echtay et al. (2003) revealed that hydroxynonenal

was, like superoxide, able to increase proton conductance in

isolated skeletal muscle mitochondria from rats in a GDP

sensitive manner, indicating that UCP3-mediated uncoupling

indeed occurred. In addition, the hydroxynonenal-induced

increase in proton conductance was significantly blunted in

mitochondria from UCP3K/K mice compared to wild type

mitochondria, and GDP did not affect this increase in proton

conductance (Echtay et al., 2003), again underscoring the

importance of UCP3 in modulating ROS by mild uncoupling.

Taken together, there is in vitro evidence that UCP3 can be

activated by superoxides and lipid peroxides suggesting a

negative feedback loop between ROS production, lipid

peroxidation and mitochondrial uncoupling induced by

UCP3. However, deduced from physiological data on the

regulation of UCP3 content, as well as the distribution of UCP3

in muscle with varying oxidative capacity, limitation of ROS

production via UCP3-induced mild uncoupling seems to be

restricted to conditions of altered fatty acid metabolism.

4. UCP3 may prevent lipid peroxidation by acting as a fatty

acid anion exporter

An alternative way to protect fatty acids in the vicinity of

the mitochondrial matrix against ROS-induced peroxidation is

by removing these fatty acids away from the mitochondrial

matrix. The increased levels of lipid peroxidation observed in
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type 2 diabetes mellitus are accompanied by increased

muscular fat content, suggesting that especially fatty acids

that are in excess are prone to become peroxidized. In that

context, it is important to note that the regulation of UCP3

mRNA and protein content is very strongly associated with the

balance between muscular fatty acid availability and oxidative

capacity. Hence, UCP3 is up-regulated or high when fatty acid

supply to the mitochondria is likely to exceed the capacity to

oxidize these fatty acids (high-fat feeding, fasting, acute

exercise, lipid infusion, type 2 muscle fibres) and down-

regulated or low when oxidative capacity is high or improved

(weight reduction, endurance training, type 1 muscle fibres).

To allow oxidation, sarcoplasmic fatty acids are subsequently

esterified into fatty acyl-CoA by fatty acyl-CoA synthetase

(ACS), an enzyme associated with the outer mitochondrial

membrane. This fatty acyl-CoA crosses both mitochondrial

membranes through the carnitine shuttle system and is

reconverted into fatty acyl-CoA inside the matrix where they

enter the b-oxidation pathway. However, when cytosolic levels
of fatty acids increase inside muscle cells due to a mismatch

between fat supply and oxidation capacity, the load of fatty

acids on the mitochondria would drive neutral non-esterified

fatty acids across the outer mitochondrial membrane, which is

easily permeable to fatty acids. Although the inner mitochon-

drial membrane provides a barrier for non-esterified fatty acids,

neutral non-esterified fatty acids can partition into the

phospholipids bilayer and reach the mitochondrial matrix by

flip-flop (Hamilton and Kamp, 1999). Once at the matrix side

of the inner mitochondrial membrane, these neutral non-

esterified fatty acids become deprotonated due to the proton

gradient present across the inner mitochondrial membrane,

leaving a proton and a fatty acid anion. Because the

mitochondrial matrix lacks the enzyme to convert this fatty

acid into fatty acyl-CoA and because of its anionic nature, the

fatty acid can neither undergo b-oxidation nor flip-flop back to

the intermembrane space (Jezek et al., 1994). As mentioned

before, within the mitochondrial matrix or in the inner leaflet of

the inner mitochondrial membrane, these fatty acids are prone

to peroxidation as the mitochondrial matrix is the major site of

ROS production. This would result in highly reactive lipid

peroxide products, which may exert recognised detrimental

effects to mitochondrial DNA, RNA and proteins.

Based on the fact that UCP3 (at mRNA and protein level) is

rapidly induced under experimental conditions (in vitro as

in vivo) when the above process is likely to occur, and because

UCP3 was shown to be able to transport fatty acid anions, we

postulated in 2001 the hypothesis that UCP3 is involved in the

outward translocation of fatty acid anions that can enter the

mitochondria during lipid oversupply, thereby preventing

accumulation and peroxidation of non-metabolizable fatty

acids inside the mitochondrial matrix or the inner leaflet of the

mitochondrial membrane (Schrauwen et al., 2001a). This

hypothesis is in fact an extension of the earlier fatty acid

cycling hypothesis by Skulachev (1991), which explains the

mechanism of uncoupling action by UCPs. According to the

latter hypothesis, UCP facilitates a fatty acid anion transport

across the inner mitochondrial membrane. When these fatty
acid anions reach the outer leaflet of this phospholipids bilayer,

they pick up a proton from the intermembrane space and return

to the inner leaflet of the inner mitochondrial membrane by the

so-called flip-flop mechanism. In the inner leaflet, the fatty

acids are deprotonated again, releasing a proton in the

mitochondrial matrix and thereby lowering the proton gradient

(Skulachev, 1991). In our model we propose that the

physiological relevance of this fatty acid cycling is not

mitochondrial uncoupling per se, but rather the prevention of

the accumulation of non-metabolizable fatty acid anions in the

inner leaflet of the mitochondrial membrane by exporting the

fatty acid anions from the inner leaflet until they can leave the

mitochondrial inner membrane once the cytosolic fatty acid

levels decrease. Please also note, however, that by exporting

fatty acid anions, UCP3 also induces ‘mild uncoupling’ thus

limiting mitochondrial ROS production.

In support of our hypothesis, we showed that inhibition of

mitochondrial fatty acid oxidation, through inhibition of CPT1

by etomoxir, resulted in a very rapid induction of UCP3 protein

levels (Schrauwen et al., 2003). In addition, we showed that a

high-fat diet, based on medium-chain triacylglycerols, does not

alter muscular UCP3 protein levels, in contrast to a high-fat

long-chain triacylglycerol diet, which caused a w2-fold

increase in UCP3 protein (Hoeks et al., 2003). Medium-chain

fatty acids (MCFA) are characterized by shorter chain lengths

and are taken up by the mitochondria in their neutral (non-

esterified) form in a CPT-independent manner (Kerner and

Hoppel, 2000). Moreover, this type of fatty acids can be readily

oxidized inside the matrix because of the presence of a matrix-

associated enzyme, which allows the activation and subsequent

b-oxidation of MCFA (Fujino et al., 2001). Finally, medium-

chain fatty acids are saturated fatty acids and thus not sensitive

to lipid peroxidation. The lack of up-regulation of UCP3 when

high amounts of these medium chain saturated fatty acids are

given is entirely consistent with the hypothesis that UCP3

exports fatty acids anions from the matrix to prevent them from

peroxidation. Finally, we recently found that UCP3-ablated

mice are characterized by increased levels of intramuscular

lipid peroxides, as would be expected when the potential

protective function of UCP3 is eliminated (Hoeks et al. 2006),

although this finding could as well be explained by a direct

effect of UCP3 on ROS production as suggested by Brand et al.

2002 (Echtay et al., 2002; Echtay et al., 2003).

5. UCP3 may prevent lipid peroxidation by acting as a lipid

peroxide exporter

In 2003, Goglia and Skulachev postulated the hypothesis

that UCP3 operates as a carrier of fatty acid peroxide anions

(Goglia and Skulachev, 2003). As explained previously,

reactive oxygen species, originating from oxidative metab-

olism in the mitochondrial matrix, can peroxidize fatty acids

thereby initiating a chain reaction resulting in the formation of

highly reactive lipid peroxides (Yagi, 1987). The matrix is the

most vital part of mitochondria, containing mtDNA and RNA

and numerous enzymes, catalyzing essential metabolic

reactions, some of which are highly sensitive to ROS (Gardner,
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1997; Skulachev, 1998). The hypothesis by Goglia and

Skulachev (Goglia and Skulachev, 2003) states that UCP3

functions to prevent potentially damaging accumulation of

fatty acid peroxides in the inner leaflet of the inner

mitochondrial membrane. It is assumed that UCP3 is capable

of translocating fatty acid peroxides, like fatty acid anions,

from the inner membrane leaflet to the outer membrane leaflet.

The chemical nature of fatty acid peroxides (which are, in

contrast to neutral fatty acids, unable to flip-flop) makes that

the peroxides, transported to the outer leaflet by UCP3, will

remain in this leaflet while the inner leaflet is purified from

these compounds (Goglia and Skulachev, 2003). In this way,

potentially toxic fatty acid peroxides are removed from the

matrix side of the membrane, thereby protecting mitochondrial

DNA, RNA and critical metabolic enzyme systems. This

hypothesis indeed is compatible with the numerous physio-

logical observations reporting that UCP3 is up regulated under

high free fatty acid conditions, since the probability of fatty

acid peroxidation must increase with fatty acid concentration.

Although the faith of the exported fatty acid peroxides that

would accumulate in the outer leaflet remains to be elucidated,

the intermembrane space is less vulnerable to oxidative

damage since it does not contain nucleic acids or essential

metabolic systems and limited amounts of enzymes (Goglia

and Skulachev, 2003). Most of these intermembrane space

enzymes are much more resistant to ROS, while some of them

even scavenge reactive oxygen species (i.e. cytochrome c)

(Skulachev, 1998).

Taken together, the hypotheses of Goglia and Skulachev

as well as our hypothesis provide a more detailed

explanation for a putative protective role of UCP3 against

lipid-induced mitochondrial damage and would predict that

lack of UCP3 results in the peroxidation of fatty acids in the

vicinity of the mitochondrial matrix. Such function nicely fits

with previous observations that UCP3 is highly expressed in

skeletal muscles that have a low capacity to oxidize fatty

acids and are prone to accumulate fat (such as glycolytic

type 2b muscle fibres), whereas muscle with a very high

oxidative capacity (like fat oxidative type 1 muscle fibres

and cardiac muscle) need less UCP3 (Hoeks et al., 2003;

Hesselink et al., 2001). In our view, it is less well evident

why highly fat oxidative muscles would express lowest

amounts of UCP3 if the major role of UCP3 would be the

regulation of ROS production.

Taken together, UCP3 seems to be involved in the

protection of mitochondria against ROS mediated lipotoxicity,

but the exact mechanism of action remains to be elucidated.

6. Can UCP3 explain the lipid-induced mitochondrial

damage observed in diabetes and aging?

Although the exact function of UCP3 is not yet entirely

unravelled, all current hypotheses predict that lack of UCP3

would result in increased lipid peroxidation and potentially

damage to mitochondrial DNA, RNA and proteins. Most

direct evidence for this comes from mice lacking UCP3 who

have indeed been characterized by increased levels of
oxidative damage to proteins, lipids and DNA (Brand et al.,

2002). Interestingly, increased levels of muscular lipid

peroxides were found in the insulin-resistant state (Russell

et al., 2003) and given that skeletal muscle mitochondria

from type 2 diabetic patients are smaller, are more damaged

and display a reduced functional capacity (Kelley et al.,

2002; Petersen et al., 2004; Petersen et al., 2003), it is

tempting to speculate that defective UCP3 function may be

responsible. Interestingly, we indeed showed that skeletal

muscle mitochondria of type 2 diabetic patients are

characterized by a 50% reduction in UCP3 protein content

(Schrauwen et al., 2001b). In addition, we recently observed

that a similar reduction in UCP3 protein expression could

already be observed in the pre-diabetic state, suggesting that

low UCP3 may indeed be causally related to the development

of mitochondrial dysfunction in this disorder. In that context

the parallel with aging is interesting, as also elderly are

characterized by mitochondrial dysfunction (Petersen et al.,

2003), accumulation of ROS-induced mutations in control

sites of mitochondrial DNA replication (Michikawa et al.,

1999), and a reduction of UCP3 levels (Kerner et al., 2001).

In conclusion, mitochondrial uncoupling proteins may have

a role in mild uncoupling and regulation of mitochondrial ROS

production. The skeletal muscle isoform of the uncoupling

protein family, UCP3, seems to have a specific function under

conditions of high fatty acid availability, either as a direct

regulator of ROS production or as an exporter of fatty acid

anions and/or peroxides from the mitochondrial matrix,

thereby specifically protecting fatty acids from ROS-induced

oxidative damage. The reduction of UCP3 protein with aging

and diabetes, both conditions characterized by increased levels

of oxidative damage to lipids and proteins and reduced

mitochondrial function, may suggest involvement of UCP3 in

the aetiology of mitochondrial dysfunction, but further studies

are needed to elucidate the exact role of UCP3 in human

physiology.
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